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Trusted by thousands of online investors across the globe, StockCharts makes it easy to create the web's highest-quality financial charts in just a few simple clicks. Create bigger, better, more advanced charts and save them to your account. Run custom scans to find new trades or investments, and set automatic alerts for your unique technical
criteria. Plus, with daily market commentary from industry-leading technicians, you can follow the experts and see the latest charts they're watching. The web's most advanced, interactive financial charting platform, designed to transform the way you see the markets. ACP is designed to redefine the way that you chart and analyze the financial
markets, with more technical tools and capabilities than ever before. Engage with the markets and your portfolio in entirely new ways with a highly-interactive charting experience that knows no bounds. Every investor has different needs and ACP is designed to support them all, with a wide array of technical indicators and overlays, customizable
multi-chart layouts, additional data views and much more. ACP brings you the web's most advanced technical charting platform, seamlessly integrated with the rest of the StockCharts feature set to create an unrivaled analysis and portfolio management toolkit. Built for the modern investor, StockCharts puts the industry's best technical tools and
resources at your fingertips, with no software to install or frustrating compatibility issues. Whether you're on a desktop, laptop, smartphone or tablet, access everything in your account seamlessly from any web-enabled device. Whether you’re an active trader or simply managing your retirement accounts, StockCharts has everything you need to plan,
organize and execute any investing system. Our comprehensive feature set is designed to provide you with a complete analysis and portfolio management toolkit. Sign up for a free Tradier Brokerage account today to automatically unlock commission-free equities trading via StockChartsACP. Plus, add unlimited options trading to your account for a
low flat rate of just $25 per month - no matter how many contracts you trade. Skip the hassle of per-contract fees and streamline your trading with Tradier Brokerage and StockChartsACP. Don't Just Take Our Word For It. Take Theirs. A carpenter buys tools for his craft. If you are actively trading or investing in the financial markets, a StockCharts
Membership is like buying the right tool for your craft. This wonderful product has made me a more skilled, more successful investor, as if I am a master craftsman." Lucas R. | member since 2009 If you think the charts and tools through your brokerage are enough, think again. The power of what I can do as a StockCharts Member, with the advanced
charting and the scanning tools and the technical alerts sent right to my phone - WOW. I'm absolutely blown away by how much more I can do with StockCharts than the other tools and platforms I always thought were enough. Thank you for providing such an incredible product!" Linda R. | member since 2018 I've been a member for multiple years.
My StockCharts Membership is the best and most reasonable financial instrument I have ever owned. I simply could not live without it. Thank you, thank you, thank you! What you provide is just great." Sandra P. | member since 2014 I love StockCharts! So many wonderful resources. The expert commentary in the blogs is must-read material each
day. The speed in which the site operates is awesome - I’m a software developer and greatly appreciate this aspect. And, of course, the quality of the charts is second to none. I’ve spent a lot of money on other tools and hardly use them because I find StockCharts.com to be so much better." Chris S. | member since 2015 My StockCharts membership
paid for itself within the week. I created my own scan with all the technicals that I look for, ran it once and found an amazing entry point on a new stock. I made enough on just that one trade to cover a full year of StockCharts membership. Use these tools the right way and they are virutally free!" Arnold K. | member since 2016 StockCharts.com has
been an incredible resource for me as a new investor. I use the site every day to stay on top of the markets and keep track of what's happening in my portfolio. I've really felt empowered by the resources on the site and have learned so much from the experts on the blogs." Virginia H. | member since 2010 StockCharts is a crucial part of my investing
system. The charts are the best I've found online. So many indicators and other features to choose from. I love the scan engine too. Really powerful stuff, especially when you get to see everything put to use by the pros in the blogs. Two thumbs up!" Daniel T. | member since 2016 The charts and tools on StockCharts are just unmatched anywhere else
online. I've been a user for years and couldn't imagine investing without StockCharts. Having access to the experts too, with the blogs and the web shows, that's been a really important feature for me. Thanks for all you guys do." Jordan C. | member since 2001 With affordable, transparent pricing, flexible renewal options and multiple service levels to
choose from, it’s easy to find the account that’s just right for you. Plus, our hassle-free account management makes it simple to cancel at any time – no games, no tricks, no runaround. You deserve to stay focused on the charts without worrying about your bill. CASUAL CHARTING Basic $14.95USDPer Month Save $14.95!$179.40 USD per year + 1
month free Saved Charts & Settings 25 Technical Indicators per Chart 25 Technical Overlays per Chart Intraday Charting Available Real-Time Data Larger Charts Auto-Refreshed Charts Save Annotations Access to ACP Plug-Ins Multi-Chart Layouts in ACP Trade Directly From StockCharts Historical Price Data Back to 1980 1 ChartList 1 Custom Scan
2 Price Alerts 1 Advanced Technical Alert 6 Price Datasets per Chart Custom ChartStyles Customizable RRG Charts Members-Only Commentary MOST POPULAR Extra $24.95USDPer Month Save $24.95!$299.40 USD per year + 1 month free Saved Charts & Settings 25 Technical Indicators per Chart 25 Technical Overlays per Chart Intraday
Charting Available Real-Time Data Larger Charts Auto-Refreshed Charts Save Annotations Access to ACP Plug-Ins Multi-Chart Layouts in ACP Trade Directly From StockCharts Historical Price Data Back to 1980 250 ChartLists Access to ChartPacks 200 Custom Scans 200 Price Alerts 100 Advanced Technical Alerts 6 Price Datasets per Chart Custom
ChartStyles Customizable RRG Charts Members-Only Commentary FULL-POWER CHARTING PRO $39.95USDPer Month Save $39.95!$479.40 USD per year + 1 month free Saved Charts & Settings 25 Technical Indicators per Chart 25 Technical Overlays per Chart Intraday Charting Available Real-Time Data Huge, Full-Screen Charts Faster Auto
Refresh Save Annotations Access to ACP Plug-Ins Multi-Chart Layouts in ACP Trade Directly From StockCharts Historical Price Data Back to 1900 Quarterly & Yearly Charts 500 ChartLists Even More Access to ChartPacks 500 Custom Scans 500 Price Alerts 250 Advanced Technical Alerts 10 Price Datasets per Chart Custom ChartStyles
Customizable RRG Charts Members-Only Commentary Compare Features & Pricing Frequently Asked Questions With our trial, the first month of service is totally free. You may cancel at any time during the trial month and will not be billed. All new trial accounts begin at our Extra service level, but you may upgrade or downgrade at any point
during the free month. After that period, we will charge your credit card for another month of whichever service level you last selected. Refunds are available only for whole months of remaining service and do not apply to data plans. The cost of subscribing to StockCharts depends on the Service Level and Data Plans that you choose. As a Basic
member, you'll pay $14.95 per month. As an Extra member, you'll pay $24.95 per month. As a PRO member, you'll pay $39.95 per month. If you choose to sign up an annual subscription, you'll pay for 12 months of service and we'll give you the 13th month for free.Click Here to see a complete comparison matrix and pricing for our Service Levels.If
you'd like to enhance your StockCharts membership even more, you can customize your account by adding official real-time Data Plans for one or more of the stock exchanges we support. Click Here to learn more about our official real-time data plans. No. StockCharts accounts are typically billed on a month-to-month basis. If you cancel, you will be
billed for the current month but you won't be billed again. You do also have the option to sign up for an annual billing plan, which allows you to prepay for 12 months of StockCharts service and receive the 13th month free of charge. You have the option to add official real-time data for the US, Canada, the UK and India to your account. The official
exchange fees for the country (or countries) that you select will be billed to your account in addition to the cost of your monthly StockCharts membership. We have two billing options: monthly or annual. If you sign up for our monthly billing option, you will be automatically billed each month for the service level that you choose. With our annual billing
option, you will be billed for 12 months of whichever service level you choose and receive the 13th month free of charge. StockCharts allows you to create intraday, daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and yearly Price Charts, Point & Figure Charts, Seasonality Charts, Relative Rotation Graphs (RRG), Interactive PerfCharts, and more. We provide highquality financial charts for US stocks (NYSE, NASDAQ, AMEX), US Mutual Funds, Canadian stocks (TSX, Venture), UK stocks (LSE) and Indian stocks (NSE). We also provide over 1000 technical market indicators and indexes as well as end-of-day charts for most US commodity contracts. We provide real-time charts that automatically update just like
streaming charts, but without forcing you to install complicated software packages or browser plugins. Our charts automatically refresh every 5 seconds (Pro) or 15 seconds (Extra & Basic). However, they can be manually refreshed as often as you need just by clicking the "Update" button. StockCharts.com uses cookies to save your custom settings
and preferences, analyze our site traffic and personalize ads when relevant. By using StockCharts.com, you agree to our cookie policy.
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